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ABSTRACT
This chapter develops a security blueprint for an e-business environment taking advantage of the three-tiered e-business architecture. This security blueprint suggests best practices in general. It involves (1) security control by layers—from physical access, to network communication, to operating systems, to applications, and (2) different stages of the management process, including planning, deployment, administration, and auditing. Also reported is a case study of the implementation of the proposed security blueprint in a Singapore multinational corporation. Such issues as security control analysis, management process analysis, and cost-benefits analysis are discussed in detail.

INTRODUCTION
The Internet has created huge opportunities for new companies and new business for those established organizations formerly bound by a saturated market. E-business is defined as the conduction of business with the assistance of telecommunications and telecommunication-based tools, mainly over the Internet (Clarke 1999), including business-to-business (B2B), business-to-customer (B2C), and intra-organizational commerce (Siau & Davis, 2000). Security is essential and very critical to e-business applications. The importance of information privacy to e-business has been recognized for some time (Agre & Rotenberg, 1997; Bingi, Mir, & Khamalah, 2000; Lichtenstein & Swatman, 2001), with the Gartner

However, when building up a secure environment for e-business applications, there are no industry standards for people to follow on their design or implementation jobs. All that can be referred is from the security product manufacturers and system integrators. The truth is that security systems can only provide a certain level of protection to an e-business environment. Therefore, security protection must be in place at different layers, and the management process must be carried out at different stages. From the authors’ viewpoint, security is not a by-product; it is a combination of managing technologies and security processes, rather than “put the firewall here, put the intrusion detection system there.”

This chapter develops a security blueprint for a typical e-business environment based on the discussion of the major components in three-tiered e-business architecture. This security blueprint includes general security control layered from physical access, network communication, operating system, to application; and security management processes staged from planning, deployment, administration, to auditing.

TYPICAL E-BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

Originally, business computing was carried out as a point task, without any real concept of a networked operation. All the business processes are run on a single platform or single tier. Later, many systems evolved to a two-tiered approach, also known as client/server architecture, where most of the business process runs on the server and the client is mainly concerned with presentation and only holds a limited amount of user-specific data. Today, more and more e-business applications are deployed as a three-tiered architecture owing to its increased performance, flexibility, maintainability, reusability, and scalability, while hiding the complexity of distributed processing from the user. After this, things get more complicated, with additional applications running in different tiers, which is so-called multi-tiered architecture. However, multi-tiered architectures have arisen not necessarily because great thought was given to this choice of architecture; in truth, they are more the result of trying to make the best of what was there.

This section will describe a typical three-tier e-business environment and identify the major components from system architecture perspectives.

Three-Tier E-Business Architecture

When it comes to an e-business environment, usually, these three tiers (layers) can be described as the presentation layer, business logic layer, and data layer. These tiers are logical, not physical. One machine can run several business tiers and tiers can be distributed across several machines. A typical three-tiered e-business architecture is shown in Figure 1.

Major Components in an E-Business Environment

In the three-tiered e-business architecture, the major components can be identified as a Web browser, a Web server, an application server, a database server, an AAA/directory service, a corporate network, and the Internet, as illustrated in Figure 2.

A SECURITY BLUEPRINT

A secure e-business environment must prevent most attacks from successfully affecting valuable e-business resources. While being secure, the e-business environment must continue to provide critical services that users expect. Proper security